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What to Expect when your Heartland Timber Homes
Shipment Arrives
Most Heartland Timber Homes shipments arrive by truck but on some
projects they arrive by air cargo, snow machine and sled, or by boat.
If by truck, you will see packages looking something like this:

You will need equipment to unload this: a high forklift, a loader with forks,
or an excavator with slings. Organize the load sensibly around the
foundation while you have the equipment.
Documentation:
The delivery company will have a packing slip describing what was shipped.
Check this as the truck is unloaded to make sure nothing is missing. There
will also be a list that will detail how many timbers of each kind are in your
order. If you ordered building plans from HTH, two copies will be sent with
the delivery. Attached to the Building Plans will be a Timber Key diagram
that specifies which timber goes where in the structure. Notice that each
timber has a number corresponding to its location and its function in the
building.
The prefix letters specify the function: WIT (wall infill timber); WT (window
timber), ST (sill and tie beam), TP (tie plate), CP (corner post), IP
(intermediate post), FT (foundation timber). All timbers with the same
designation (such as WIT 400) are identical and interchangeable.

Let Heartland Timber Homes know immediately if anything is
missing or out of order.
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Sample Timber Key

Other Items Included in your Shipment

Caulking

Interior Wood Finish

Backer Rod/Filler Rope

Exterior Timber Stain

Gasket Tape

Timber Lag Screws

For more information about Sashco products and how to use them go to their web site: www.sashco.com
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HEARTLAND TIMBER HOMES ASSEMBLY,
CONSTRUCTION GUIDE
The purpose of this manual is to provide general instructions and suggestions for
assembling a Heartland TimberHome structure. They cover the assembly of first and
second storey solid timber shell (exterior walls), and second floor beams only. We assume
that the reader has general building skills and has suitable plans for foundations, roof,
wiring, plumbing, and interior partitions and finishing.
Heartland Timber Homes are engineered to conform to the ICC400 Standards for the Design
and Construction of Log Structures. It also conforms to the National Building Code of
Canada and provincial level codes. The best of engineering still requires intelligence and a
commitment to quality and detail on the part of the builder.

OVERVIEW OF HEARTLAND TIMBER HOMES BUILDING SYSTEM
Fig. 1. Typical Heartland TimberHome panel; 8x8 timbers
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A typical Heartland TimberHome wall consists of panels 8’ long by 8’ 4” high,
assembled of 8” x 8” timbers set between upright 8” x 8” posts. Each panel is held
together and is joined to the adjacent panel by interlocking sill beams and tie
beams. These beams are joined to each other and to posts by dowels through
half-lap joints. The tie beam joints over the posts are supported by a 4” x 8” “tie
plate”. Wall timbers are held in place by splines which lock them to the adjacent
posts. The entire panel assembly is supported by 8” x 10” foundation timbers which
are secured to an approved footing, foundation, or column. 10” x10” timbers are
assembled in the same way.
12” Log Hogs or equivalent high-tensile screw fasteners are used to anchor the sill
beams to the foundation beam. They are also used to fix each wall timber to the
member below it, to attach the tie plate to the top of each post, and to join the tie
beam to the tie plate. A schematic view of the Heartland TimberHome building
system is presented below. (Fig 2.) 10” x 10” timbers use 14” lags.

Fig. 2. Schematic of Heartland TimberHome building system.
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I. Preparation work.
1. Prepare site, build foundation, or pads, or columns to suit local soils type and
conditions, and in accordance with the applicable building code. We recommend
engaging a geotechnical engineering consultant early in your project to carry out
soils investigations as necessary and provide recommendations for base
preparation and appropriate foundation support systems. We recommend
providing insulation on the exterior of foundations and footings. We also
recommend insulated skirting to enclose crawl spaces under homes on elevated
posts or columns. Cast Redi-Rod with nuts on lower end into concrete strip
footing every 48” to secure the 8” x 10” foundation timber. Alternatively, you can
use long cement lag bolts to secure the foundation timbers from above. If there is
no concrete pad, lay vapor barrier or Tyvek paper on surface of ground enclosed
by the foundation or footing.
2. Secure 8” x 10” Foundation Timber. It is essential that foundation timbers are level
and square. The common way to secure the foundation timber to the foundation is:
On a secure footing, build a pony wall of wood, concrete, or ICF blocks. Attach
8” x 10” foundation timbers to wall with bolts or Redi-Rod cast or secured to
the wall. Hang 2” x 10” joists from inside of foundation timber. String electrical
circuits, insulate floor, set vapor barrier, and nail or screw floor down. Install
flashing on outside edge of floor (Fig. 3 page 7). An elevated strip footing can
also be used on-grade.
OR:
Cast cement columns with protruding threaded bolts, or Simpson saddles to hold
the 8” x 10” foundation timber. Proceed to build floor as described above.
Build insulating skirting for crawl space, set 12” below grade and backfilled.
Engineered cribbing can be used on unstable soils.
Note: Floor joists can be set on top of the foundation plates or timbers. This will
require extremely long anchor bolts to attach the sill beams through the floor
and into the foundation plates or timbers.
3. Run electrical circuits as planned, under or along joists, leave ample loops where
outlets and branch circuits shall be run through the floor and sill beam. Install
blocking between joists as required.
4. [Tip:] Build two portable sets of staircases 4’ high, using 10” treads. These are
more useful than ladders or scaffolding when placing higher courses of wall
timbers. When setting in timbers above the 4’ level the stairs will be positioned
alongside of and parallel to the wall, facing the same direction. Two people
carrying a wall timber have only to walk up their respective set of stairs to the
desired height for placing a wall timber. (See Photo Page 7).
5. Put your Heartland Timber stacks where they will be convenient, not in the way,
and off the ground. Keep them covered by a tarp! Protect timber stacks from
direct sun and from rain.
6. Study Fig. 1 (page 4) to understand the pattern for placing lag screws. Also, see
photo, on page 7 for lag screw pattern.
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Fig. 3. Typical Wall / Foundation connection

Photo 1: Correct placement of step ladders for placing high
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Fig. 3 Typical Wall / Foundation Connection

Fig. 4. Concrete Pier/Column Foundation Option
Fig. 4 Concrete Pier / Column Foundation Option
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II. Layout.
1. Distribute sill beams along perimeter. Set in position first without inserting dowels. The
next step, to drill the holes for any electrical wires that have been strung under the floor
joists, will involve moving the sill beams.
2. Drill a ⅝” hole through sill beam and through the floor where electrical outlets are
planned. Outlet box holes are pre-cut into each post at the mill. A second groove in each
post provides a chase for the wires
Photo # 3

3. Connect sill beams in sequence with 12” dowels provided (Photo # 4 Page 10), having
first coated the lower 8” of the dowel with PL-400 adhesive.
4. Square up perimeter of sill beams. Use a string line, and check with diagonal
measurements. Check the length of each wall between corners and across the structure
at midpoint. Accuracy at this step is crucial. Tap beams gently into position with a soft
wooden maul or with a sledge, being careful to shield timbers from sledge blows with a
scrap of 1½” wood.
5. Bolt sill beams to foundation timbers. Use 4 bolts per sill beam using lag screws
provided. Ensure screw heads are below surface of sill beams.
6. Note: Remember to caulk lower inside edge where sill beam meets foundation timber or
subfloor at this time before finish flooring or partition studs cover this seam
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Sighting Along a String Line before Anchoring Sill Beam

Photo # 4

III. Post Assembly
Before setting posts in place, using a tape measure, mark 8” (or 10”) intervals
alongside the mortises in each post. This will aid in gauging whether the wall timbers
remain level as they are stacked.

Note on Electrical Circuits: Each infill post has an electrical box cavity inlet at the
factory. These posts should be set so that the electrical box cavity is close to the
floor, facing inside. Notice also that an electrical circuit chase has been grooved into
the inside face of each post to hold the supply wire for the outlet box. At this time,
drill diagonally into the box from the chase groove. Consult your wiring diagram. If
the circuit is to be supplied from the floor joists, drill diagonally into the cavity from
below. If the circuit is to come from the ceiling, drill into the outlet cavity from above.
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1. Set posts in place on dowels.
Note difference between corner
posts and spacer posts. Corner
posts have mortise grooves on
neighboring faces; spacer posts
have mortise grooves on
opposite faces (the Timber Key
will identify each). Mortise
grooves are aligned to face
along the axis of the wall.
Before erecting, insert 16”
dowels into the holes on top of
each post.
Note: - For the second floor of 2
-storey structures, these will be
20” dowels.
2. Using a 4’ or longer level,
ensure that each corner post is
vertical in both directions;
diagonal brace each corner in
place with 10’ 2x4s.
3. Using a 4’ or longer level,
ensure that each spacer post is
vertical in both directions and
brace with one or more
diagonals along the axis of the
wall on the outside. This brace
will assist in positioning wall
timbers..Brace also at 90o to the
wall with braces to the floor.
(See photo, below).

Photo # 5

Drilling from electrical wire
chase groove into outlet box.

4. Using diagonally set lag screws from each side, “toenail” the base of each post to the
foundation timber.
5. Put spacing braces on top of each post.

Photo # 6

Sill beams distributed, posts set and braced
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Photo # 7

Post bracing in all directions.

Note: Spacing braces on top of posts. You can use lumber, or the pre-drilled tie plates with
dowels.
IV Wall Assembly: Filling In Wall Timbers
1. Select a panel to start with. Put two parallel strips of Emseal Gasket Tape 1” in from each
chamfer edge on the sill beam (and on each subsequent course of wall timbers). Put a thin
bead of adhesive about 7” long in the vertical groove on the post. Do not put adhesive in the
mortises (grooves) of the wall timbers. The purpose of the adhesive is to stabilize timbers,
and act as a partial air seal, which is fully accomplished in a later step by caulking.
Installing Emseal gasket tape.
Two parallel rows, 1” in from chamfer edge.

Photo # 8
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2. First Course. Place the first wall timber on the sill beam. It works best to tilt the inside
edge of the wall timber up on the inside edge of the timber below and tip it down into
position; don’t slide it in. This ensures that the gasket does not deform. Insert 6 ½” long
starter splines into the mortises on each end. Tap into place so that top surface of spline
is 1 ½ “ below the top surface of the wall timber.
- Fastening wall timbers: Screw in a Log Hog (or equivalent) fastener 8” from each end of
each wall timber, screw in two more fasteners on approximately 2’ spacings. (four per
timber per Photo 3.)
Photo # 9

3. Repeat Step 1 on the sill beam of the next panel over. Repeat Step 2, placing the first wall
timber in this panel. Tap in starter spline as in step 2. Repeat the first course of wall
timbers in each panel in turn.
4. Repeat these steps for the second course, moving in turn around all the panels as before.
Now use the 8” splines; be sure they are tapped fully into place – 1 ½” below top surface
of beam. (10” splines if building with 10x10s).
5. Repeat these procedures for the remaining courses of wall timbers.
* NOTE: timbers may need to be tapped into alignment after a few rounds have been put up.
Be sure to protect timbers from direct hammer blows.
* NOTE: Variations in timbers can cause a panel to be slightly out of level. Refer to the
spaced pencil marks you made on the mortise face of each post to guide the placement of
timbers. If timbers on any course are not even with these marks, you can correct this in
one of two ways: a) turn timber end-for-end (reverse the direction of the timber) or b)
insert a very thin tapered shim in the low end. Leave this shim in place. The slight gap
created will be sealed during caulking. Cedar door shims work very well. ( Photo Page 14)
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Photo # 10

Using shims to ensure that wall timbers are level.
6. Set in top course.
7. Set 4” x 8” tie plates on posts over dowels. Start with corner tie plates, which are 12’4”
long and have ends mitered at 45o over the corners. Use 12” Log Hog screw fasteners to
secure tie plates to each post. Use 2 per post, positioned 2” in from opposing corners of
the top of each post.

Note: Be sure to
drill tie plates
and tie beams to
the electrical
circuit chase
strings that run
up the posts.

Photo # 11

8. Apply PL-400
to protruding
dowels. Position
tie-beams in
place over dowels.

Drilling for electrical chase strings.
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Photo # 12

Positioning tie beam.

9. Using 12” or longer screw fasteners, screw tie beams to tie plates with at least 4 per tie
beam. Sink heads down flush.
Photo # 13

Tapping in the final tie beam
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V. Window Openings

Openings for windows are cut in at the Heartland TimberHome mill. The short timbers that
frame the side of each window will be numbered according to the Timber Key. Box the rough
window openings with 2x8 (or 2x10) lumber and caulk well. Your windows will slide into the
boxed opening. Be sure to check that short window timbers are level and plumb with the
wall. (Photo Below)

Photo # 14
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Using a circular saw, cut a horizontal slot to insert flashing into the exterior face of the timber
or tie plate over the window. Cut slot above the location of the exterior trim (Fig 9) Header
Detail.

Fig. 5 Header detail
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Figs. 7, 8.
Sill, Jamb
Details
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VI. Door Openings and Frames
Door openings are provided at the mill and are detailed in the Timber Key. The panel that will
contain the door will have specially fitted tie beams and sill beams that must be set in their
correct position during the layout steps (Section II, above). Door posts will be provided with
wiring chases and switch box cavities at the mill.
Photo # 15

Screw in door header.
Corner wall not yet
pulled to vertical

VII. Squaring the Structure
Setting timbers into place will tend to push against the diagonal bracing boards as the walls go
up. This can make the top of the walls a bit longer than they are at the base, creating gaps along
the posts and making it difficult to line up the holes and dowels on the tie plates and tie beams. It
is best to correct this when the walls are about half-way up.
Using heavy trucker’s straps or “Come-along” hand winches attached to dowels placed at each
corner is the best way to “suck in” the structure. Use a tape measure to ensure that the top of
each wall fits the measure stated in your plans.
Photo # 16

Trucker’s straps for
squaring and tightening
structure before tie
plates and tie beams go
on.
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Photo # 17

Sling Attached to Dowel

VIII. Second Storey Wall Assembly
A full 8’ high second storey, or a 4’ second storey pony wall is assembled after the loft or second storey
floor beams have been secured to hangers hung from the tie beams. (See building plans for your unit.)
4” Pony wall:
1. Apply PL-400 to 4” of 16” dowels and insert into the tops of the posts for the second storey. Apply PL
-400 adhesive to dowels sticking out of the first storey posts. Set second-storey posts in place over
these dowels.
2. Brace posts into position and set spacing templates into place as shown in III, above.

Fig 9. Pony Wall Assembly
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IX. Interior walls
Interior walls may be made of solid timber or of conventional studs. Solid timber walls are best
suited to join to pre-mortised posts in the shell, but they may be attached anywhere by bolting
a joining timber to the sill beam and to the tie beam, with no attachments to the wall timbers.
Stud walls can be nailed continuously to any wall post, or they may be attached anywhere by
nailing to the sill beam and to the tie beam with no attachments to the wall timbers.

Fig 10. Frame wall to log

X. Trusses and Roofing

Heartland Timber Homes can accommodate several kinds of roof support systems, including
rafters, trusses, and timber-frame assemblies.
Fig 13. Pony Wall Assembly
Our experience, and research shows, that the best value in house insulation is spent in the
roof. In the far North we often use 18” to 24” blown into scissors trusses or in bats between
chord trusses. Some times rafters are called for – because of our convictions about ceiling
insulation, we strongly prefer that rafters are no smaller that 2”x12”. Since we also are
committed to structural strength, we also specify hurricane ties to attach rafters or trusses to
the structure.
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Fig. 11. Rafter / wall connection example
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Many of our structures feature gable ceilings. This can be built with a chord truss with a
ridge beam, or with chord trusses and collar ties, or with a scissors truss. An illustration
of a scissors truss installation is shown below.

Fig. 12 Scissors Trusses
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Installing scissors trusses.

Photo # 18

XI. Gable Ends.

Gables are built from 2x8 studs and plates which are sized to support a gable ladder
(typically 2 or 3 feet) for the overhangs. The wall is insulated, covered with vapor
barrier on the inside and 1x6 pine paneling. On the exterior it is clad with ⅜” plywood
or OSB, Tyvek paper, and finished with board and batten. A cross section of a gable
end is shown below (Fig. 17). As an option, solid timber gable ends can be ordered.
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Fig. 13. Gable Cross Section
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XI Finishing and Caulking
Wood moves. It is important to finish it and seal it to minimize this.
Exterior finish. We recommend two coats of Sashco Transformation Exterior Stain in
the color of your choice for the exterior. We strongly suggest applying this finish as
soon as the walls are up and the roof is on before sun and rain starts weathering.
Interior finish. We recommend 2 coats of Sashco Symphony Interior Clear Coat.
Caulking. We recommend Sashco “Conceal” in the color of your choice if you want
your caulk to blend in with the wood and finish. Use Log Jam White for a traditional
appearance. Apply caulking after the finish goes on. Leave the caulking as long as you
can; ideally for the last thing you do on the project to allow timbers to settle. If you are
installing cabinets or partition walls, you can caulk just those portions that will be
covered beforehand and then caulk the remainder later. Get a good quality applicator
gun. Staple thin Backer rod to each joint before applying Conceal. Use a narrow nozzle
or tip – evenly apply a 1/2” bead and then smooth it with a moist thin paint brush.
Ensure good adhesion to each timber surface. See video on caulking on the Sashco
website: http://www.sashco.com/log/videos.html. Select video entitled “Backer Rod
Installation With Milled Logs”.

Fig. 14. Caulking Detail
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Caulked and Finished Walls.

Contact:

Lionel Dearling
Direct Line: 705-874-3195
Cell: 705-927-5555

Email: LDearling@EPNA.ca

EPNA Forest Products
Division of Cottage Camp Cabin Inc.

171A Rink Street, Suite 244, Peterborough, Ontario K9J 2J6, Canada
Tel: North America 800-545-2150

